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• More citations = Greater impact  

• No paywall, better for non-profits and makes work more accessible 

• Better value for taxpayer dollars supporting research, 

• Collaboration at different levels (local, provincial, national, or international) 

• Control over intellectual property through copyright negotiations 

• Grant agencies – Tri-Agency OA requirements 

 

 

Grey – traditional subscription-based journal -- behind paywall 

Green OA – can include hybrid journals  

• Self-archiving, depositing articles in institution or subject repository 

• Authors can archive unrefereed pre-prints or refereed post-prints 

Gold OA – can also include hybrid 

-OA from publication, usually fee associated (APC) 

Platinum/Diamond OA – not hybrid 

-OA from publication, but no fee 

OA journals are not free to produce. There are a variety of business models to cover costs 

including: 



• institutional subsidy if hosted by university, etc. 

• advertising revenue  

• author processing charges (APCs) or submission fees 

• institutional memberships (ex. BioMed Central) 

• priced edition (appears before OA edition) 

• value-added services (alert services, DRM-free downloads, etc.) 

• volunteer effort 

 

 

OA journals are not free to produce. There are a variety of business models to cover costs 

including: 

• institutional subsidy if hosted by university, etc. 

• advertising revenue  

• author processing charges (APCs) or submission fees 

• institutional memberships (ex. BioMed Central) 

• priced edition (appears before OA edition) 

• value-added services (alert services, DRM-free downloads, etc.) 

• volunteer effort 

• Most common is APC, especially with for-profit publishers 

 



 

• Green OA – pre- or post- print 

• Version of record is usually associated with contracts 

• Important for authors to be able to identify the different versions since different rights 

are associated with each of these 

• Important reminder to keep the different versions, especially your accepted manuscript 

and to name them something you will recognize 

 

 



 

• Traditional publication agreements: all rights given to journal 

• Limits impact of work 

• Authors cannot reproduce, manipulate, or distribute work 

• Author Addendum 

• Legal instrument that modifies the publisher’s agreement and allows you to keep key 

rights 

• Publisher may agree or not, but you’ll never get anything if you don’t ask 

 



 

Similar to email spammers 

Often target inexperienced researchers, but evidence suggesting this not always the case 

anymore as they are getting more sophisticated 

o Increase publication count for career advancement, likely to be discovered during 

tenure process which will damage your credibility 

• May harm individual's academic integrity 

• No copyediting and often no peer review 

• Not always a bad thing (e.g., if you want to publish just to have it out there) but 

often not helpful in academia  

Infiltrate and damage integrity of academia 

o Google Scholar metrics; dilute credibility of legitimate metrics if there is no gatekeeping 

• Undermine credibility of scholarship  

o Recent articles, sting operations, etc. 

 



 

This is great info for Grad students  includeing UNBC 

 



 

• IR can be used for Green OA model 

• to host pre-, post-prints or version of record, depending on copyright transfer 

agreement 

• GRANT COMPLIANCE 

• Secondly, we should make some mention of when OA may not be a culturally 

appropriate response, such as for some sensitive Indigenous materials, and how we can 

restrict access within our IR as needed. 

 



 

• APC discounts on this page are kept up-to-date 

• Author addenda are also on this page 

• UNBC can publish for free in two biology journals, but is discounted in other journals 

 

 



• Info on how to assess journals/publishers to avoid predatory publishers 

• Can also email Heather for analysis of specific journal/publisher 

 

 

o Focus of this LibGuide is copyright for teaching purposes, but also includes general 

information about copyright 

o Can also contact Barb or myself for assistance in reviewing copyright transfer licenses or 

adding author addenda when negotiating with publishers 

• Not legal advice, but can help decipher meaning 

 



 

Comments:  

“As someone beginning publishing journey, this system is complicated and it is good to see there are 

supports to navigate those waters.”  

“Disturbing stories about authors that sign away their rights—this advocates for protecting yourself so 

you can share information and get greater use out of your work.” 

“Commonality of OA in engineering? Same as most of the other sciences. Only paid for by Dean are 

association journals.”  

“Everything is volunteer time in publishing journals, the publisher makes money.” 

“It’s interesting to look at who is paying. We pay as taxpayers/as an institution to publish and then pay 

to access (we pay twice).” 

Q: “all three of the primary research funding bodies in Canada – CIHR, NSERC and SSHRC – 

implemented a harmonized open access policy in 2015 ... what impacts have Librarians seen 

flowing from this” 

A: “Short answer, not very much. Because of APC model, we have seen authors looking around 

to find funding. We’re in the transition phrase towards more traditional share pf scholarly 

knowledge between communities. This is a push from Europe to move towards single payment 

systems. Causing transformative licenses--to pay for publishing and not for the read.”  

Q: Is the notion of "prestige" publishers still a factor in OA advocacy? Does this notion play out 

in tenure and promotion processes? 



A:  I don’t think so, but this is a better question answered by Deans. Provost says that is 

shouldn’t but it does. Likely due to appearance of more stringent processes and better global 

circulation (impact factors). 

“There are about 35 libraries including UNBC that help to provide publishing systems and 

infrastructure to make journals in areas where there is insufficient coverage. This is a Canada-

wide re-envisioning of what in the early scholarly publishing looks like in Canada. “ 

“Impact factors are problematic because they’re not a clear mathematical measurement.” 

Q: “What are the costs for publishers if everything is a volunteer process? Journals are not really 

printed anymore.” 

A: Somebody has to do editing and organize the journal, so there are costs, which is a challenge 

in the OA access—many editors are women that are underpaid.  That is an issue in itself, but it 

is now a question of if profits are needed on top of cost-neutral improvement in a fair wage 

environment.  

“There are costly publishers, but in group work it is helpful to have many editors to make 

research look coherent. In self-publishing, the costs also add up given how much work is 

needed for everything to come together.” 

“Libraries want to pay for content, they want to fund that content, even if it’s freely available—

to help continue to make these models sustainable.” 

“Libraries want transparency and fair prices—fees seem arbitrary and at the whim of the 

commercial publishers.” 

“I had to pay $1/line for an online search for articles in the early 80’s—accessing academic 

information has transformed greatly sine the 1980s” 

“I've only considered purchasing articles when it's a topic where little information is available 

and there is not much choice. Thankfully, in my field now (Biology)-- that doesn't happen often. 

But for some obscure topics in the social sciences--this was a common issue for me.” 

Q: “Is this issue (little info available, paying for articles is an expectation) discipline-specific?” 

A: “Yes, a small contributing piece. E.g., Medical journal APCs are very expensive where some 

social sciences are much lower or non-existent”  

• “Agreed, we don't have much choice really” 

• In areas where there is money, there are higher associated costs but in areas with less 

funding the costs are more frugal 

“Google has changed availability—databases are bypassed often now with Google scholar, an 

underfunded arm of Google” 

“Many comments regarding ignoring articles with paywalls, because there is so much out there” 



ILL (Interlibrary loans) also aid in information accessibility subject to agreements that libraries 

have with journals. Especially helpful during the lockdown.  

"The less gratis availability of a discipline's articles on the web (according to oaDOI), the greater 

the coverage on Sci-Hub (tucked away in Russia, breaks copyright laws, but has major 

publications." elifesciences.org/articles/32822 

 

Resources:  

• Book-down versions—not easy to do—UNBC may have found one, TBD 

• Knowledge Unlatched—Libraries put money towards it to fund it to make it freely 

available. Library “adopts” the publication 

 

 

https://elifesciences.org/articles/32822

